
Subject: another quality PM from the n00bs.
Posted by Halo38 on Mon, 10 Mar 2003 01:04:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sir PhoenixxHalo38Sir
PhoenixxHalo38dead4ayear2Halo38dead4ayear2Halo38dead4ayear2Halo38dead4ayear2scrinst
ormdead4ayear2Sir PhoenixxIf you didn't send him that pm, than why are you making such a big
deal out of this?I did send him that PM. But mind you know how late it was. It says 7 somthin on
his clock but my time is GMT-07:00. It was way late, I stayed up all night the night before, had
very much coffine, and was going nuts trying to figure out how to get the damn textures to blend.
Now try to tell me your mind would be very clearly thinking and aware. :rolleyes:

Too much "coffine" isn't good, but it shouldn't screw with your mind to the point where you decide
to play Renegade nude.
Lmao. It didn't make me decide to play nude!  It made me decide to tell someone I play nude.

Hush now my darling let us not spread word of our nocternal habits,lol  *sings dead4ayear2 the
sweetest poem ever :inlove: (that he could dig up from the Renegade Poetry Archives :sigh: )*
What is the "inlove" smily for?
dead4ayear2edit: I'm not gay!

*Halo is in love* :inlove:

I'm not gay either does that couse a problem?
Oh... you... are girl?

nope.....me ....is man..
I'm confused.

Why are you confused?

Because of the large amount of unneeded quotes.  :rolleyes: 

Maybe if you keep this going you could get the quotes to do 1 letter per line.  

It wouldn't be going on this long but there is a misunderstanding here somewhere.....

What misunderstanding?

Read all the posts (i know but do it) (it's a small story of  :inlove: )
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